Title: VOICE RECOGNITION SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR TACTICAL RESPONSE

Abstract: A system and method for an officer in the field to safely, efficiently, and quickly run license plate numbers and collect license plate numbers is provided. A central precinct server maintains a database of license plate numbers, including plate numbers associated with specific instances and plate numbers of interest (e.g., stolen vehicle plate numbers). Periodically, a patrol car computer is provided with a list of the plate number of interest ("hotlist") so that the patrol car computer is synchronized with the precinct hotlist. The patrol car computer is configured with an audio data entry means that allows an officer to speak license plate numbers into the patrol car computer. The spoken plate numbers are translated into text by the patrol car computer and the text plate numbers are then used to query the patrol car computer hotlist to determine the status of the license plate number. The status can be displayed on the screen of the patrol car computer or indicated by an audio alert. Additionally, as an officer responds to an incident, the officer can speak license plate numbers into the audio data entry means and those spoken plate numbers are translated into text and stored.
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